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Tengku Muhammad Taufik
Tengku Aziz
The new president and group chief executive officer (CEO) 
of Kumpulan Petroliam National Berhad (Petronas).
The president of Malaysian Petroleum Club.

Welcome!

MALAYSIAN
PETROLEUM

CLUB

Malaysian Petroleum Club welcome you 
and hope you will have an excellent time 

working with us. Welcome aboard.



Dear readers, 

With everything that has 
been going on around us, 
it is only fair if I ask you this: 

How are you keeping up? Whether 
it has been good or bad, I sincerely 
hope that everything would turn out 
well at the end of the day. Personally, 
it has been challenging for me. As a 
perfectionist, I have always planned 
the events ahead in order to have 
the best possible outcome that could benefit the club and our fellow 
members. For that to be taken away from me due to the pandemic 
has been extremely hard. However, I am now starting to adapt to 
the current environment even though it is not the easiest given the 
economy decline but if I can do it, you can definitely do it better!

In this issue of our “Resource Magazine”, the team and I have 
decided to try something new and different. For a start, we have 
decided to take this opportunity to explore on things that could 
distract you from the pandemic like TV shows recommendations, 
the latest news on Formula 1 and more! We are open to hear 
feedbacks from our fellow readers, which means that it is entirely 
up to you on whether these new segments stay, or go. To contact 
us, please send us an email to enquiries@mpc.com.my under the 
subject: Resource Magazine.
 
All in all, we hope that the new changes could help you escape 
the reality for while and most importantly, provide entertainment; 
something that our club and magazine team always strive to do. 
Happy reading! u
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MENU

Scan the QR code

Lockdown restrictions are beginning
to ease MPC is looking for ways to 
reopen safely.

We require members to pre-order
their food before visiting. This is to
help us implement social distancing 
guidelines and safety measures to 

protect diners/members.

We look forward to serving you every 
day, Monday to Friday, 8.00am until 
10.00pm.

PRE ORDER TO
DINE IN / DELIVERY

Call/Whatsapp
MPC Hotline 012 711 8342 

Or Joe 016 264 3122
Delivery charges RM10

Order above RM100
no delivery charges
Minimum order RM50

✓ ✓TAKE AWAY    DELIVERY    DINE IN✓
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MALAYSIAN
PETROLEUM

CLUB

Malaysian Petroleum Club
Bids Farewell To Tan Sri Wan Zulkiflee
We are sad to see you leave but we feel good that so many 
new people will grow and thrive under your ideas and 
inspiration. We will miss you and  wish all the very best for your 
future and upcoming endeavors.

Farewell!
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MomentswithWan Zul

Kiku all set for

Organized by : ICEP
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Moments GC bid 
Farwellto Wan Zul
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Motorsports

The future
of F1 thus

far...
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Whether we would like to admit it or not, 2020 
is undeniably hard for businesses all around 
the world, with motorsports industry such as 

Formula 1 included. What was once a sport that provides 
competitiveness and unity will now be on hold until further 
notice. While drivers like Lando Norris and Charles Leclerc 
are constantly streaming virtual GPs on Twitch, the sense 
of emptiness among the Formula 1 fans are still present 
as they would have to restrain themselves from attending 
any GPs and cheering on their favorite drivers. There have 
been speculations that even if the rest of the remaining 
GPs on the calendar were to be continued, most of them 
will likely to happen behind closed doors.
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However, this does not seem to stop any plans from 
moving forward to 2021. Recently, Formula 1 has 
confirmed the transfer of two drivers all across their social 
media platform: Carlos Sainz to Scuderia Ferrari and Daniel 
Ricciardo to McLaren. Despite having difficulties at the 
start, 2019 remained Sainz’s best season in his Formula 1 
career as he was placed 6th in the Drivers Championship. 
He has proven his worth when he managed to score his 
way onto the podium from P20 after Lewis Hamilton was 
given a penalty at Brazilian Grand Prix. It seems like he is 
not stopping anytime soon, as he would be racing in a 
red suit next year. Sainz has also been transparent with 
his move to Ferrari, as he posted a heartwarming video 

appreciation for the McLaren family on his social media.  
“I cannot be anymore grateful to every single member of 
the McLaren family and I really look forward to battling 
you guys next year.” Sainz said. As for Ricciardo, it looks 
like he is planning to finish the 2020 season high with 
his current team, Renault. “My next chapter isn’t here yet, 
so let’s finish this one strong.” Ricciardo expressed on an 
Instagram post along with his gratitude towards the team.
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Club Promo

We want to make your Birthday 
really special as an exclusive 
member of our Malaysian 

Petroleum Club. That’s why we have put 
together all these treats, just for you to 
celebrate with your family and friends, at 
any of our finest restaurants. Or in all of 
them !

Dulang Suite

Seligi Pavilion

Celebrate 
Your Birthday      

In Style!
%

All these treats specially for you...

Free - One Bottle of Wine/Sparkling Juice, 
when you dine at the Malaysian Petroleum Club.

Free - One Birthday Cake, when you dine at 
the Malaysian Petroleum Club.

Free - One Hour of Fun Singing @ Semarang 
Karaoke Room.

Free - Exclusive Sky Deck Viewing Experience.

50    - Discount for 4-10 people at any one of the 
restaurants. Applicable once only.

Temana Brasserie
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Sky Deck 

MPC members can now 
go up to the Sky Deck 
for a most memorable 
cityscape view of KL. 
Please enquire at MPC 
for more details.

Sky Bridge



Serving Method
3 Ways: 1. Skin:  Served with Condiments
 2. Meat: Black Pepper Style or
   Ginger & Spring Onion
 3. Bones: (Optional) Add RM20
   Salted Vegetable Soup or
   Deep-fried with Salt & Pepper

Peking Duck is a specialty dish from Beijing 
(Peking) that has been prepared since the 
imperial era for the Emperors of China. There 

are 3 ways the Peking Duck is served. First, it is 
served with its thin, crisp skin with very little meat 
and dipped with special sauces. Next the meat 
is served Black Pepper Style or Ginger & Spring 
Onion. And lastly, the bones and some meat are 
cooked to make Salted Vegetable Soup or Deep-
fried with Salt & Pepper. Treat yourself and feast 
like an Emperor or Empress. You deserve it.

Peking Duck
RM268

Seligi’s Lunch & Dinner Promotion



Semarang Karaoke Lounge
Promo

Sing, eat, drink and be happy !

BOOK
Birthday Parties,
Private Functions

or the perfect place
to showcase your
crooning prowess.

Max. 10 Paxs

SPEND
RM300
on F&B
Free 1hr
use of

Semarang
Karaoke

SPEND
RM500
on F&B

Free 2hrs
use of

Semarang
Karaoke

SPEND
RM800
on F&B

Free 3hrs
use of

Semarang
Karaoke

SPEND
RM1000
on F&B

Free 5hrs
use of

Semarang
Karaoke



Club Update

MPC is constantly upgrading its services, facilities 
and technologies in order to provide you with 
premium benefits you deserve as a club member. 

One of the benefits is your member SmartCard.  More 
uses for your SmartCard will be added by integrating 
technological innovations for seamless access to club 
facilities, that will be added from time to time.

#1 SmartCard Benefit : Easy Air-Gate Access
You already have easy access through the Air-Gate with 
your SmartCard, on the ground floor of KLCC, which we 
have introduced many months ago, without the need to 
register at the MPC counter.

#2 SmartCard Benefit : Bayan Bar Sliding Glass 
Door
Since January 2020, we have installed a new sliding glass 
door for Bayan Bar, which you can access by touching 
your SmartCard on the electronic pad. There is also a 
New Coffee Bar where you can help yourself to as many 
cups of coffee and espressos, as well as cookies, free 
of charge. However, non-members will be charged a 
nominal sum of RM10 per person. This is very convenient 
as you can quickly grab a cup of coffee and some cookies 
for yourself and your guests, and get right down to your 
discussions. Or for just a quick breather from your hectic 
schedule, before you head out again.

#3 SmartCard Benefit : Coming Soon !

Your MPC
Member
SmartCard
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Member-Get-Member:

Here’s Your Opportunity to
Earn 2,000 Points (RM 2,000)
All you have to do is get 5 confirmed new club members and you’ll earn 
2,000 points (RM2,000) that will be credited into your MPC account. That’s 
great isn’t it? Get your colleagues and friends to be MPC members so that 
they can enjoy all the facilities and prestige of being a member just like you, 
and earn RM2,000.

So put your networking skills and contacts to good use. Start today!

GET 5 CONFIRMED NEW CLUB MEMBERS
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MPC 
– Your Gateway To
250 International Clubs
Around The World.

Club News

Welcome to the International Associate 
Club (IAC), a global reciprocal affiliation 
network, which currently includes 

250 private City, Country and Sporting Clubs, 
as well as prestigious Golf Resorts in over 50 
countries. 

This means you have direct access to IAC 
member clubs that offer a wide range of 
facilities, including 60 golf courses, over 100 
clubs with sports facilities and, for that business 
trip, prestigious venues suitable for conferences 
and entertainment in most key cities.

All Clubs must meet exacting standards of 
service and luxury to qualify as an affiliate to this 
exclusive global membership club network. IAC 
has a strong presence in all continents and is 
continually adding new clubs every year. To-
date, IAC worldwide membership exceeds 
330,000.

IAC’s website www.iacworldwide.com provides 
all the relevant information you need for your 
prospective visits to IAC clubs, including 
the location of the club, amenities available, 
opening times and much more. Their brand 
new booking system will also allow you to make 
your own bookings with a few simple clicks: 
whether it’s reserving a table in a club restaurant 
or booking a round of golf, it’s all very easy.

MPC members who wish to visit any of 
the clubs during their travels must first 
obtain a letter that is duly signed by MPC’s 
Club Manager. They will then be given a 
membership card that must be presented 
at the club or clubs they wish to visit to 
enjoy all the benefits and facilities.

Collect your IAC Card at
MPC after you have

registered at this IAC website
www.iacworldwide.com

as a member of IAC.

Happy Clubbing!

West Lake Mansion,
Hangzhou, China
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Devonshire Club, London, UK

The Vintage, Hunter Valley, 
Australia Capital Club Bahrain, UAE 

Bali National Golf Club, Bali, Indonesia
19



On Pandemic...

List of Netflix

TV Shows and 
Movies to
watch while on 
pandemic
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It is not a surprise that being on a lockdown is something 
new that we have adapt to. However, worry not! We 
have compiled a list of movies and TV shows that are 

worth binging to keep you entertained for the time-being! 

TV shows

Money Heist/ La Casa De Papel
Language: Spanish
Genres: Crime film, Thiller

La Casa De Papel, known globally as Money Heist is a 
must-watch this pandemic! With a total of 4 seasons, 
it would surely leave you at the edge of your seats with 
every episode. This show is about a mastermind called 
“Professor” who has the ambition of pulling the biggest 
bank heist in the history. However, there is a catch: He 
wants to accomplish his mission without having to kill or 
hurt anyone. With the help of 8 criminals that have nothing 
to lose, they must pull of the strategies while dealing with 

the pressure from the police and their hostages.
The End of the F***ing World
Language: English
Genres: Dark Comedy, Comedy

The End of the F***ing World is a story about two teenagers 
named James and Alyssa, the modern day Bonnie and 
Clyde. James, who happened to convince himself that 
he’s a psychopath, has decided to kill a human after years 
of killing animals. One day, Alyssa, a teenager that doesn’t 
fit in school despite being popular, decided to ask James 
to be his girlfriend. With that, Alyssa became a target for 
James to kill. Together, they encountered different events 
together. Will James finally kill Alyssa, or will he find himself 
falling in love with her?
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Movies

Marriage Story
Language: English
Genres: Drama, Comedy

This is a story about the divorce between a stage director 
named Charlie Barber and an actress named Nicole. It 
became visible that both of them have not been completely 
transparent with each other, making the divorce process 
harder for both of them when lawyers come to the picture.

Game Night
Language: English
Genres: Comedy, Mystery

Max and Annie’s game night with their friends turned 
wrong when Max’s brother, Brooks suddenly went missing 
during their game night. They must do everything it takes 
to find him, even if that means asking their weird neighbor 
for help.
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Musical Movies 
for your Inner Theatre Geek

Broadway welcomes people from every corner of 
the world. From tap dancing Mormons to demon 
barbers, the various melodies of theatre are bound 

to tap into anyone’s heart. Though theatres are now 
closed, here is a list of musical movies you can watch 
from the comfort of your home.

Moulin Rouge! (2001)

Beauty, freedom, truth and love. This musical has it 
all. Immerse yourself in the spectacular cabaret of the 
sinful Moulin Rouge. Travelling to Paris during the brink 
of the Bohemian Revolution, Christian (played by Ewan 
McGregor) a penniless writer, unknowingly signs up for 
an adventure that ends with him falling for the sparkling 
diamond of the Moulin Rouge, Satine (Nicole Kidman). 
But falling for such a woman comes with a heavy price, 
something Christian soon realises as the story unfolds. 
Filled with silly love songs and dances full of passion, this 
musical captures the beauty and tragedy of love.
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Chicago (2002)

Ladies and gentlemen, you are about to witness a story 
of scandals, murders and tangos. This critically acclaimed 
musical brings you behind the bars of the Cook County 
Jail following two murderesses on death row. Chicago 
showcases the ferocious nature of media as Renée 
Zellweger’s Roxy Hart competes with Catherine Zeta-
Jones’s Velma Kelly for the media’s attention to better 
plead her case against the noose. Scandalous from start 
to finish, this musical offers insight of the nasty politics 
of the world while being accompanied by cabaret-style 
numbers of grisly murders and well-plotted lies. Come on 
down to this noisy hall where there’s a nightly brawl and 
all that jazz.

The Phantom of the Opera (2004)

A classic taking place in the eerie hallways of the Opera 
Populaire, Christine Daaé (played by Emmy Rossum) 
becomes the lead soprano under the tutelage of her angel 
of music. This angel is none but the infamous Opera Ghost 
(Gerard Butler) whose melodic allures entices Christine in 
a battle of her love of her childhood sweetheart, Raoul 
(Patrick Wilson), and her angel of music. Inspired by 
the novel of the same name and the stage musical with 
music composed by the legendary Andrew Lloyd Webber 
whose lyrics are just as beautiful as his melodies, the 
movie welcomes you to their masquerade in this timeless 
musical.
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Singin’ in the Rain (1952)

A musical set during a time when movies were silent, a 
film production company struggles to cope with the new 
transition to sound and breaks through the barrier by 
producing a musical. Following Don Lockwood (played 
by Gene Kelly) who rose to stardom acting in silent films, 
he takes the leap of faith into talking pictures, but faces 
the big hurdle of the shrill voice of his onscreen partner, 
Lina Lamont (Jean Hagen). Stepping into place is young 
Kathy Selden (Debbie Reynolds) whose sweet voice is 
the saving grace of the studio. Featuring the titular song 
‘Singin’ in the Rain’ and songs that get you up and about 
like ‘Good Morning’ and ‘Make Em’ Laugh’, Singin’ in the 
Rain is a nice blast from the past, bringing the audience 
back to simpler times.

The Rocky Horror Picture Show 
(1975)

A cult classic from the mind of Richard O’Brien, the Rocky 
Horror Picture Show follows a newly engaged couple 
who find themselves over at the Frankenstein place after 
a busted tire leaves them stranded. There, they meet the 
Transylvanians and are later met by the eccentric Dr Frank-
N-Furter (played by Tim Curry) who proudly presents his 
latest creation, Rocky. Brad (Barry Bostwick) and Janet 
(Susan Sarandon) find themselves in a place of temptation 
controlled by the bewitching scientist and are pulled along 
into an adventure of giving into your desires. Come with 
an open mind, and you’ll find yourself in for a good time.
all that jazz.
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Times are tough, and in a world where we are 
constantly reminded of reality, sometimes it can be 
nice to have a break and unwind. Here are movies 

you should have on your watch list for a relaxing movie 
night.

1. This Is Where I Leave You (2014)
Featuring a star cast with Jason Bateman, Tina Fey, Jane 
Fonda and Adam Driver, the movie adaptation of the novel 
written by Jonathan Tropper follows the Altman siblings 
being forced to come together to mourn the death of 
their father. Having reached a new low in his life due to 
marital problems, Judd Altman (Bateman) returns home 
and along with his siblings, has to sit shiva to honour their 
father’s memory. Sibling quarrels ensue and shocking 
discoveries are made in this family-oriented comedy 
that showcases an endearing approach to the ways of a 
dysfunctional family, proving that through thick and thin, 
blood is thicker than water.

Light-hearted

Movies to
Brighten
Your Day
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Robin Hood: Men in Tights (1993)

You’ve heard the legend. Now experience an interesting 
take on the titular character through the eyes of Mel 
Brooks. This movie stars Cary Elwes as the renowned 
archer who upon finding out of the oppression the people 
of England face under the temporary rule of Prince John, 
decides to form his own group of merry men to right the 
wrong. Dashingly charming, the archer finds himself in 
an adventure full of thieving, devious schemes and a fair 
maiden in want of someone to love. A delightful spoof of 
Robin Hood, Brooks shines a light on the funnier aspects 
of the legend such as the silly idea of men running around 
in tights.

Times are tough, and in a world where we are 
constantly reminded of reality, sometimes it can be 
nice to have a break and unwind. Here are movies 

you should have on your watch list for a relaxing movie 
night.

This Is Where I Leave You (2014)

Featuring a star cast with Jason Bateman, Tina Fey, Jane 
Fonda and Adam Driver, the movie adaptation of the novel 
written by Jonathan Tropper follows the Altman siblings 
being forced to come together to mourn the death of 
their father. Having reached a new low in his life due to 
marital problems, Judd Altman (Bateman) returns home 
and along with his siblings, has to sit shiva to honour their 
father’s memory. Sibling quarrels ensue and shocking 
discoveries are made in this family-oriented comedy 
that showcases an endearing approach to the ways of a 
dysfunctional family, proving that through thick and thin, 
blood is thicker than water.
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The Guardians of the Galaxy 
(2014)

An unlikely group of individuals unite against a common 
enemy in this Marvel movie taking place in space. After 
stealing a valuable orb, Peter Quill- or you may know him 
by another name, Star Lord- (played by Chris Pratt) finds 
himself being the target of a manhunt and has to team 
up with Gamora, Drax, Rocket and Groot in order to take 
down the being who sought after the orb in the first place, 
Ronan the Accuser. Fun times ahead with this superhero 
movie turned comedy full of witty comments and oldies 
music from the Awesome Mix Vol. 1 that are bound to get 
you grooving.

Arthur Christmas (2011)

Living up to expectations is never easy especially when 
you’re a Claus. Clumsy and awkward Arthur (voiced by 
James McAvoy) leads a quiet life for a Claus, working in 
the mailing department while his brother, Steve (Hugh 
Laurie), is at the forefront of the new and improved S-1, 
leading a troop of elves and helping his father, Santa 
Claus deliver gifts to children all around the world before 
Christmas morning. A small mishap causes things to go 
astray, and Arthur along with his grandfather and a gift-
wrapping elf, embark on a mission to right the wrong and 
save Christmas. A comical animation, this movie is fun for 
all in the family, so give it a try. And besides, it’s never too 
early for a Christmas movie.
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Bill and Ted’s Excellent Adventure 
(1989)

Join two wannabe rock stars on a most excellent journey. 
Facing the threat of failing their history report, Bill (Alex 
Winter) and Ted (Keanu Reeves) are offered the chance 
to save their grade by using a time machine. Travelling 
back in time, the two dudes visit different eras while also 
meeting and then kidnapping historical figures. A fun 
movie if you don’t want to think too hard, this comedy 
has just enough comical moments and life lessons (if you 
squint) that keeps the audience smiling at the screen, 
reminding everyone to be excellent to each other and 
party on, dudes

THANKS FOR WATCHING
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Things to do
 when you’re
 bored at home

Learn a new language
Everybody wants to do it, but few pursue because of what 
the goal is asking of them. Though a challenge, learning 
a new language could open doors for you whether in 
your social life or your career life. By pursuing your target 
language, you also broaden your idea of culture because 
language and culture come hand in hand. Because of 
the diverse culture of Malaysia, citizens are bilingual at 
least so picking up languages could prove to be easier 
because we are often exposed to different languages and 
dialects. Tips for learning would be to learn the top 100 

most common verbs and to learn the grammar rules and 
pronunciation of your target language. Though it is always 
best to have native speakers to practice with, you can 
still learn a language by yourself by labelling the things 
around you with the translations or following along an 
audiobook to expose yourself to the new language. The 
most important thing to remember is not to be so hard on 
yourself. Learning a new language is no small feat but its 
benefits would justify the work you put into it.
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Go for a Bob Ross 
marathon
Bob Ross’s ‘The Joy of Painting’ back in the 1980s 
until the 1990s is a calming television series where the 
artist teaches you how to paint. The Joy of Painting has 
25-minute episodes that takes the audience along for the 
process of painting nature sceneries. An excellent tutor for 
those who aspire to be artists, Ross displays a variety of 
painting techniques to capture the beauty of mountains, 
lakes and trees. The soothing nature of Bob Ross who 
emphasises that you can create anything in your own 
world, allows a peaceful environment for casual viewing, 
so even if you do not paint, the series is a pleasant way to 
wind down from a long day of working online.
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Blast Out Music
Have your own indoor concert with your favourite 
music to unwind from a stressful day. Research 
shows that singing helps you both mentally and 
physically. By singing, you can exercise your 
lungs and with good music, comes awkward 
dancing, so you’re basically getting a workout as 
well. Music also improves your state of mind, so 
if you feel down, blast a song and sing along. 
Your body will release endorphins which in turn 
reduces your stress and makes you feel happy. 
Being cooped up in a house all day is not easy, 
but music is one form of escapism that makes 
things just a little bit better. So, jive with the Bee 
Gees or bop along to Billy Joel for your own 
personal concert- just be sure not to be too loud!
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Read a Book
Whether it be fictional or self-help books, reading has always been 
considered a beneficial activity. By reading, you can improve your 
grammar and perhaps learn new words to add to your expanding 
vocabulary. Research shows that reading stimulates the brain 
because of the complex network of signals in the brain that are 
being sent out as you read and if maintained, can improve the 
overall cognitive function of the brain. Furthermore, reading can 
reduce your level of stress, so if you put in a few minutes a day to 
pick up a book, you allow your body and mind a small break from 
your hectic life. As everything has now moved online, 
reading is more essential now because it gives 
our eyes a break from the constant exposure 
to the blue lights of our screens. To quote Dr 
Seuss, “The more that you read, the more 
things you will know. The more that you 
learn, the more places you’ll go.”
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Delve in the beauty of 
theatre
Now that theatres are closed, shows and performances have 
come to a standstill but in response to this, several musicals 
and theatre productions have been made available online. 
Recently, the famous Andrew Lloyd Webber musicals such as 
The Phantom of the Opera and Cats were shown for free in 
support of The Shows Must Go On initiative. Though that round 
of musicals has finished, on YouTube, you can still find weekly 
showings of various productions on channels like Cirque du 
Soleil, National Theatre and Shakespeare’s Globe, with some 
shows only available for a limited time. These performances are 
available for free, but if you’re feeling generous, they also serve 
as fundraisers for good causes. Through these efforts, the stage 
has never been closer to home!
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Learn new things
Though we are all stuck at home, companies have taken the 
initiative to make learning materials more accessible on the 
internet. If you want to learn more about art, you can check 
out virtual tours in museums or take a sneak peak in famous 
paintings in Google Arts & Culture that offers brief insight into 
the stories behind the art. Here, you can embark on virtual tours 
of historical places or museums like the Palace of Versailles 
in France or the Acropolis Museum in Greece. You can also 
explore museums such as the American Museum of Natural 
History that has its own virtual tour that allows you to explore 
the famous museum from the Night at the Museum film. For 
their younger audience, they also have their OLogy website 
that makes learning fun for children through games and videos 
about topics like palaeontology, astronomy, archaeology and 
many others!
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50 Trial Corporate Memberships:
Here’s Your Opportunity To Be A
Member At The Iconic & Exclusive
MALAYSIAN PETROLEUM CLUB (MPC)
The iconic and prestigious Malaysian Petroleum Club is an exclusive 
Members-Only club situated on the 41st, 42nd and 43rd floors of Tower 2, 
PETRONAS Twin Towers. As part of the club’s long-term objective of 
recruiting new members from today’s dynamic younger generation, MPC is 
inviting you to be one of its exclusive members for 2 years.

To enquire or apply please contact:
MPC Hotline 012 711 8342
Afaf 03 2166 3200
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The New Kiku has been completely 
refurbished to create a new event 
space for our members. It can be used 

for any corporate events or even meetings. 
We can convert this elegantly appointed 
space to suit your need. It can be for personal 
functions like anniversaries, weddings, 
birthday parties, and reunion dinners.

Just let us know your event and we will 
help transform this space creatively for a 
memorable event. 

New 
Kiku
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Synergising 
Partnerships
PETRA is an integrated brownfield oil and 
gas service provider that is on a journey 
of expansion and growth. To do so, we 
continuously look to forge meaningful 
and beneficial partnerships. After all, 
‘synergising partnerships’ reflects who 
we are, and what we stand for.

www.petraenergy.com.my



jamalco.admin@petronas.com

Connecting Markets to Reliable and 
Flexible Integrated LNG Solutions

@PETRONAS @PETRONASPETRONAS @PETRONAS
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